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Abstract
This  paper  examines  the  concept  of  animism  among  the  Okpe
Traditional  religion  as  a  means  of  promoting  Okpe  concept  of
reality. It adopts an investigation of the phenomenon, using a text
based  exploratory  methodology.  Against  this  backdrop the  paper
attempts to investigate folk religion or animism and its operation of
justice  in  Africa  appropriating  the  Okpe  paradigm  in  Kenneth
Eni’s play, Silent drums. The paper holds firmly that the animist
epistemology and world of the Okpes of Delta state Nigeria is an
ethnographic paradigm and construction of mixed reality. Human
justice stands to be corrected or upheld by the incorruptible gods of
the animist cosmos in Okpe land.
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Literary scholars in Africa have raised the issue of animism in African
drama and plays of social reconstruction. The first generation dramatists
imply clearly in their works that the world of man is a mixed reality. They
present  supernatural  entities  as  having  unquestionable  control  over
human  existence.   Some  of  the  plays  written  by  dramatist  like  Wole
Soyinka, J P Clark and others have been heavily criticised and labelled as
animist  metaphysical  plays.  Their  critics  brand  the  animists  plays  as
fatalistic,  romanticist  and  pessimistic  in  outlook.  Proponents  of  the
relevant school of art dismiss these animist plays as plays that lack the
force  and  blessing  of  social  reconstruction.  Considering  the  political,
economic and cultural problems Africa is snowed under with in a post
colonial world, the idea of animist drama is retrogressive some critics dare
to  pontificate.   Marxist  creative  writers  and  literary  scholars  are
diametrically opposed to the animist poetics in Africa. This school argues
that the world of man is not under the control of any incorporeal entity.
That the human world is  knowable and scientific and not idealist.  The
school  sees  human  life  getting  improvement  from  the  struggle  of
humanity and not under the influence of the gods. The school dismisses
the  question  of  man’s  fate  from  the  control  of  some  unknown
metaphysical  beings  and  places  it  in  the  hands  of  humanity.  Saint
Gbilekaa in Radical Theatre in Nigeria holds that Marxism is a philosophy of
praxis which aims at the radical transformation of human reality based on
dialectical interpretation of history. The aim he states further is to destroy
capitalism in order to establish a society in which humanity can give free
rein  to  its  essential  powers,  frustrated,  denied,  postponed  and
emasculated for so long(40). Terry Eagleton further pontificates that

Marxism is a scientific theory of human societies and of the
practice of transforming them; and what that means, rather
more concretely, is that the narrative Marxism has to deliver
is  the  story  of  the  struggle  of  men  and  women  to  free
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themselves  from  certain  forms  of  exploitation  and
oppression (vii)

The  Marxist  literary  theory  holds  strongly  that  man  not  God  or  any
supernatural entity is the supreme being of man. This position of Marxism
dismisses  animist  control  over  human  affairs  and  places  man  at  the
beginning and end of human struggle in an existential world. But can it be
totally  true  that  man’s  life  is  devoid  of  metaphysical  interaction  and
control?Khuram in an essay christened “Desires” – As one of Most Basic
Differences of Human and Animal Mind’’ rationalizes that  

Generally  we  consider  animistic,  or  magical  or  other
superstitious ideologies  as baseless  or irrational,  but  these
are  after  all  an  important  source  of  understanding  the
functionality  and capabilities  of  human mind.  Even  these
‘irrational’  ideologies  are  the  unique  characteristics  of
human beings. Any other known life form doesn’t possess
any  form  of  superstition.  Study  of  superstitions  can  give
wonderful insight into our true nature or essence. Humans
want to control the external  world events but at the same
time long for that they may not have to do any effort for the
purpose.  They  tend  to  find easy  solutions  for  every  task.
Mostly  they  perform those  tasks  in  just  daydreams.  More
‘practical’ people take help of a magician. Wise people ask
help  from  supernatural  beings.  Scientists  insist  that  only
materialistic  causation  principle  is  the  solution  for
performing  any  task.  But  tasks  before  humans  may  not
always be accomplished by the material causation principle.
Humans  want  to  defeat  death,  which  causation  principle
may not allow. But religion offers its solution in the form of
belief in after-life (1) 
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The implication offered here is that the animistic worldview contains both
the observed or physical world and the unseen or spirit world. There is no
sharp distinction between the two realities; what happens in one affects
the other. The seen or physical world consists of what we can see, feel, and
experience. It is significant to note that animists and their understanding
of the world can contribute significantly to contemporary debates about
human consciousness and cosmology. 
The  term  “animism” comes  from the  Latin  word  anima,  which  means
“soul” or “breath.” As such, it refers to that which empowers or gives life
to something. It follows, then, that animism is the religion that sees the
physical world as interpenetrated by spiritual forces—both personal and
impersonal—to  the  extent  that  objects  carry  spiritual  significance  and
events have spiritual causes (59)
Animism  is  the  belief  that  personal  spiritual  beings  and  impersonal
spiritual  forces  have  power  over  human affairs  and,  consequently,  that
human beings must discover what life forms and forces are influencing
them in order to determine future action and to manoeuvre their power.
Animism has several dimensions to it. Having discovered the source of the
problem,  a  spiritualist  may also  offer  solution  or  a  course  of  action,  a
sacrifice to an offended forebear or a counter-curse. He may try to find out
from the spiritual being a favourable day for human desires to materialise.
This  brings  us  to  a  clearer  fundamental  nature  of  animism  which  is
spiritual power—power of ancestors to control those of his or her ancestry,
power  of  the  demonic  forces  to  possess  a  person,  power  of  the
supernatural to be in command of human events, power of unseen forces
to restore to health to a sick person or make a person prosperous or poor.
Animism which is also folk religion has permeated every facet of human
life in Africa and in most parts of the world. Animism is the strength of
most successful politicians in Africa. It is secretly and openly patronised
by desperate men who are desirous to succeed in life. We cannot forget the
fact  that  some criminals  also escape punishment through the power of
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animism. Animism is also a very strong factor  of justice in Africa. It has
wronged many human judgements. This paper Contributes to postcolonial
studies of the Okpe religion in its clarification of the African discourse of
consciousness and its across-the-board analyses of a literature of animism.

The concept of folk religion has since been explored in African drama. We
find a manifestation of this as earlier stated in the dramatic universe of
first  generation  playwrights,  notably,  JP  Clark,  Wole  Soyinka,  and  Ola
Rotimi. From Ozidi through Death and the Kings Horseman to  The gods are
not to Blame the animist concept persists. Even the plays written by new
generation writers like Ododo’s Hard Choice embody the idea of Animism.
The  African cosmos  consists  of  two  parts,  the  human  realm,  and  the
spiritual realm. This concept is normally represented by the image of a
spherical gourd, where both realms fit together tightly. If creative writing
is  a  reflection of  what transpires  in society,  it  is  logical  to  declare that
African writers who create and dramatise metaphysical animism in their
works are writing with deep fidelity to the African prototype of reality.
Ancestors are a constant presence in the human world. Animism (or folk
religion)  is  a  religion  that  sees  a  spirit  or  spiritual  force  behind  every
event,  and  many  objects  of  the  physical  world  carry  some  spiritual
significance. Patrick Zukeran observes that

In most parts of the world, animism blends in with formal
religions. Among followers of the major religions lie many
animistic  beliefs  and  practices.  Animistic  beliefs  actually
dominate the world. Most Taiwanese believe in the Chinese
folk religions. Most Hindus and Muslims  in  Central  and
Southeast  Asia,  and  most  Buddhists  in  China  and  Japan
combine  their  religion  with  various  animistic  beliefs  and
practices.  In many parts of the world, Christianity has not
displaced the local folk religion but coexists beside it in an
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uneasy  tension.  Humans  live  in  a  world  surrounded  by
supernatural beings and forces, most of which are hostile to
humans. The worlds of the seen and the unseen  are
interconnected.  For  this  reason,  people  spend  their  time
seeking to appease the gods, the spirits, and the ancestors
with offerings or bribes. Extreme care is taken to maintain
the harmony between  the  two  worlds.  Since  all  created
things are connected, a simple act like eating a fruit from the
wrong tree may bring disaster (1- 2)

Paul  Hiebert,  Daniel  Shaw,  and  Tite  Tienou    express  the  point  in
Understanding  Folk  Religion by  asking  fundamental  question  in  the
following ways.  Do you ever wonder if there are spirits in forests or other
dark places? Can the dead communicate with the living? Animism holds
to a belief that numerous spirits exercise their power over places where
they  dwell,  such  as  mountains,  streams,  and rivers.  Spirits  have never
inhabited human bodies, and since they can be either good or evil they
must constantly be appeased. For example,  the South Sea islanders ask
forgiveness of the trees they cut down for canoes so that the spirits of the
trees will not harm them (55-56) such beliefs and religious practices are
numerous across Africa. We shall now turn to Kenneth Eni’s Silent Drums
to investigate Okpe sense of animist justice.

Silent Drum

Kenneth Efakponana is an academic in Niger Delta University who is also
a  new  generation  playwright  in  Nigeria.  His  play  Silent  Drums is
structured into  eight  dramatic  movements.  Set  in  an imaginary Idumu
kingdom in Okpe land of Central Delta State. The Orodje and people of
the kingdom gather to celebrate the fishing festival. Blood trickles down
the legs of Umuko, a widow of the kingdom who goes to place petition
before  the  shrine  of  Ologen.  Obo  the  chief  Priest,  The  Orodje  and
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prominent  chiefs  of  Idumu  interpret  the  flow  of  Umuko’s  blood  as  a
dilation of the sacred shrine of Ologen and desecration of the land. The
Orodje  speaking  for  the  gods  and  people  of  his  kingdom  brings  up
charges of desecration of the throne and Shrine of Ologen against Umuko,
the widow by placing her under house arrest for seven days preparation
for her death with the performance of the cleansing rite.

As the action of  the play progresses,  the Orodje gathers his  council  of
chiefs and informs them of having terrible nightmares. He states that the
gods of the land from Odo to Ologen visited him in a dream calling on
him  and  chanting  burial  songs.  As  the  chiefs  contemplate  on  the
implication of the king’s dream, disagreement arises amongst them. The
Orodje is dissatisfied with this and is about leaving when news of strange
happening is brought to him by Oriosa, a fisherman. Further reports from
Enita states five deaths in one night and that his child who is sick is at the
point of death. These strange happenings make the Orodje to decree that
fishing in the rivers and farming in the farmlands is prohibited until the
cleansing  rite  is  carried  out  with  the  attachment  of  death  penalty  for
anyone who violates the proclamation of the king.

The  Orodje  who  is  burdened  by  the  strange  happenings  in  Idumu
kingdom reflects on the state of affairs. He is worried about the calamity in
the kingdom, the dormant festive steps, the silent drums and the silence of
the Oracle. The queen gets concerned about the king’s consternation and
offers to console him. But The Orodje insists that he must be alone. 

Umuko, the widow who is believed to have defiled the Shrine of Ologen
and desecrated the throne is to be prepared for the sacrifice following the
order given to Idoroma by the Orodje in a royal council meeting at the
king’s palace court yard. But events take a dramatic turn when Chief Priest
of Imerege, the living spirit  and embodiment of the spirits of the gods
comes in to accuse the Orodje of defiling the land.  He reveals that  the
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drums are silent, the ancestors and gods are angry because the Orodje is
responsible for  the abomination in the land.  Revealing further  that  the
Orodje slept with a woman in flowers a night before the festival when he
was  supposed to  abstain  from it.  The  gods are  angry  because  it  is  an
unclean act.  The Imerege mouth pieces  of  the gods vindicate Umuko’s
virtuousness and decrees against the judgement of The Orodje and his
royal council to sacrifice her. He rationalises strikingly and proclaims that
the  flow  of  Umuko’s  blood  at  the  sacred  shrine  is  a  symbolic
demonstration of  the  greater  abomination committed by  the  king.  The
priest therefore requests the Orodje to proceed at dusk on a journey to
cleanse the land himself during which he must carry the humiliating pot
of fire on his royal head and dance to the rhythm of the silent drums to
Odo river to cleanse the land. The Orodje protests the humiliation of the
pot and the filthy river but as tradition demands he is asked to do it by his
chiefs who approve of the judgement of the gods.

While Umuko laments her condemnation by man and the gods for her
flow of blood at the shrine of Ologen, Adjele comes in with the cheering
news that the tragic fate that awaits her is dismissed because the tragedy
in the land has  a  royal  cause.  A messenger from the palace is  sent  to
proclaim the freedom of Umuko and to convey the apology of the palace
for wrongful accusation. She is further given a wrapper as a cloak of royal
honour for suffering unjustly.  The messenger announces that  the death
sentence has been lifted.

After the completion of the rituals of the cleansing of the Kingdom by the
Orodje under the guidance of the Chief Priest, Idumu kingdom gathers for
the commencement of the celebration of the fishing festival at the palace of
the  Orodje.  The  Chief  Priest  sends  for  the  Orodje.  Idoroma returns  to
inform the gathering that the Orodje is dead. The Orodje dies committing
suicide in his chamber thus bringing an end to the tragic plot.
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Silent Drums is a tragic drama, partly of the Aristotelian breed. It is a play
of  cultural  identity,  nationalism,  animist  control,  forms  of  justice,  of
punishment and reward, royal calamity and sex tragedy. a play in which
the will of man is placed against that of the gods, it exposes human errors
of judgement and triumphantly swings the celebrated justices of tradition
over and above the decrees of man. At the political plane of elucidation,
the  playwright  dramatises  a  society  held  hostage  and  plagued  by  the
inequities of men of honour and great responsibilities. Its characters are
clearly and plausibly drawn with marks of distinction. The language of the
play which matches the spirit and weight of classical Greek tragic drama
establishes the richness of African language, particularly the Okpe classic.
Most  of  the  characters,  predominantly  the  royal  varieties  are  endowed
with elegant diction. The language deployed is graphic, spiced with extant
proverbs and contains great wisdom. This is a faithful presentation and
representation of cultural dignity of Okpe. Silent Drums is one of the very
few Post-colonial African dramas that explore the concept of tragedy from
the angle of sex. The sex theme is the spinal column of the play upon
which the subject of animism flies high.

 Since this study is predicated on the Okpe cultural and religious settings
even though the investigation is purely literary and qualitative, it becomes
imperative to  bring to  public  knowledge a geographical  account  of  the
Okpes.  Okpe is  the  most  populous ethnic  nationality  in  Delta  State  of
Nigeria.  It  populates  the  central  senatorial  district  of  Delta  state,
geopolitically called Delta Central. Erivwo (1991) expresses the point that
this ethnic nationality inhabit the hinterland of the lower reaches of the
Niger Delta, between longitude 50 301 and 600 251 East, and Latitude 60
and 50 151 North in what is known as Delta State of  Nigeria for their
neighbours they have the Benin to the North, the Ijaw to the South, the
Ukwuani (in Aboh Division) to the East and the Itsekeri to the West. The
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Okpe like  other  Africans,  have  always  thought  of  God and his  divine
assignment to man in regard to his creation (2-3).

Animism in Silent Drums
Marxist  ideology  of  literature  completely  dismisses  any  belief  and
knowledge of the existence of a powerful and domineering world outside
the human world. This position  runs in opposition to the belief that the
life of man is a life of mixed reality which holds that human life interacts
with the supernatural world to achieve successes and failures. In Kenneth
Eni’s  Silent Drum the resounding treatment and celebration of animism
compels us to rethink the Marxist ideological position on animism.  Thus
Animism in Okpe context represented within the universe of Silent Drums
forms  the  focus  of  this  literary  trajectory.  In  this  drama  Kenneth  Eni
argues strongly the Okpe position of Animism as a fundamental force of
human existence and perfection of human wisdom. 

The Animist factor in cultural celebration.
The  play  begins  with  the  Idumu  Kingdom  preparing  to  celebrate  the
fishing festival. As it is characteristic of most traditional African festivals,
the spiritual and ritual dimension of the festival cannot be avoided and
this  is  partly  a  practice  and  thinking  that  celebrates  animism.  This
assertion finds justification in Chukwudum Okolo’s African Philosophy and
Social  Reconstruction where  he  expresses  the  point  that  religion  for  the
traditional  African is  an irreparable dimension of his  life.  He is  deeply
religious.  His  traditional  religion  has  important  claims  on  his  beliefs,
conduct, attitudes and feelings (8) thus in  Silent Drums, the Orodje and
people of Idumu Kingdom cannot celebrate their fishing festival without
the  blessing  of  the  animist  world.  The  Chief  Priest  and  the  Shrine  of
Ologen  are  cultural,  ritual  and  spiritual  animist  institutions  that  give
credibility  to  the  celebration.  The  fishing  festival  celebrated  in  Silent
Drums confirms  Anigala’s  postulation  that  festivals  derive  their  origin
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from the cultural and religious practices of the people. They are organised
around nature forces,  deities  divinities,  supernatural  events,  myths and
legends (17). The significance given to the Ologen shrine in the celebration
of the Fishing festival establishes the Okpe context of animism. Obo, the
Chief Priest is a devotee of the Ologen shrine who daily attends to the
problems of his people and the wishes of the deity.   The play presents
Okpe belief in spiritual and humanistic values which are useful to man.
The relationship between The Okpe and their ancestors is further given
voice by Amebo who in her prayers before the Ologen Shrine says:

My father, I know that you are here. See, I have prepared a
meal for ou. Your favourite meal. But something is missing. I
could  not  get  Eba,  your  favourite  fish.  I  cooked  it  with
catfish. Specially dried by me.  My  needs  this  year  is  not
many.  You remember  the  promise  you  made  to  me.  That
when my seventh child is two years old, I should cook
you your favourite food and you will bless me? That is why I

have come Obo: My Daughter,  your  fathers  have
received your supplication. Go and experience a new life (14)

In this dramatic scene between Amebo and Obo Chief Priest of the Ologen
shrine, the inevitability and supremacy of the world beyond the human
world  is  established.  It  suggests  strongly  in  the  Okpe  religion  that
ancestors may be physically dead but they are spiritually alive to protect
and bless the supplications of people in their ancestry.  Dead ancestors are
elevated to the level of high spiritual forces in the animist universe by man
as a guardian angel.

Animist communication in Silent Drums

The breaking forth of the monthly circle at the shrine of Ologen
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Animist communication can simply be seen as the message from the world
beyond  and  outside  the  physical  human  world  and  its  physical
representation. It is a language of the spirits, a message of the gods and
deities expressed in symbolic form. Our first encounter with this form of
communication in the play is associated with Umuko, the widow whose
blood flow at the Shrine of Ologen where and when she kneels and places
her food tray at the foot of the Ologen shrine during the celebration of the
fishing festival. The Chief Priest sees her flow of blood and considers it an
abominable act.  In his words: Woman! What? Is my eye deceiving me?
Blood? Tufia! (14)

The drums that were booming stopped.  Umuko simply holds the gods
responsible for this because her monthly circle has just broken forth. The
Orodje and his Chiefs consider this flow of blood at the revered shrine of
Ologen a very serious abomination. Umuko expresses the point that it was
not time for her monthly circle to break forth. But human wisdom and
sense of justice point to Umuko as a woman who has defiled the shrine
and desecrated the throne of Idumu kingdom. But the reality of the flow
of Umuko’s blood at the sacred shrine lies in the fact that the Orodje is the
real person who has defiled the festival because he slept with a woman in
flowers.  It  is  therefore  apparent  that  the  breaking  forth  of  Umuko’s
monthly circle at the Shrine is a symbolic cultural idiom of communication
of anger of the gods. At the palace courtyard Itebu while discussing with
Chief Amerhen states: “… the hands of the gods cannot be removed from
what has happened, if they think that they are wiser than the gods, wait, it
is a matter of time and we will see their stupidity” (17).

Itebu acknowledges the animist angle to the question of the flow of blood
at the sacred     shrine of Ologen. There is no doubt that everyone in the
kingdom believes that  the gods whom they serve,  fear and revere are
offended  by  the  flow  of  blood.  Even  the  gods  are  angry.  But  where
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humanity gets  confused is  the true meaning of  the flow of a widow’s
blood at  the  shrine  of  Ologen.  The drums refuse  to  sound,  the  Chief
priest  simply rationalises that  the shrine has been defiled and Umuko
must be punished. Umuko is only a human vehicle through which the
gods pass their message of anger and defilement of the tradition. To man
the  festival  was  truncated  and  the  shrine  of  Ologen  was  defiled  by
Umuko  with  her  flow  of  blood.  Itebu  is  one  character  who  tonally
condemns Umuko and goes  further  to  roll  out  the  sacred places  and
activities defiled. These include: the sacred shrine of Ologen, the king, the
throne,  the  chiefs  and the  annual  festival.  Obo the  Chief  Priest  states
further

Obo: Umogun!  The  deed  has  been  done.  The  shrine  is
defiled and the gods are angry. We cannot go on with the
fishing festival until the gods and our ancestors are appeased
and the shrine cleansed. I go to consult the oracle to tell us
the  penalty  for  this  sacrilege  to  prescribe  the  appropriate
cleansing rite.

It is the general corporeal belief that Umuko is unswervingly accountable
for the defilation of the sacrosanct shrine. But to the divinities, Umuko’s
breaking forth of her monthly circle was caused by the Orodje who slept
with a woman in flowers the night before the festival. This is where the
real mystery of the flow of blood resides. 

Dreams 
Besides the flow of blood at the sacred shrine of Ologen,  the semiotic
animist idiom is expressed through dreams and the occurrence of plague
in the kingdom. Dreams reveal certain truths.  The Orodje narrates his
dream to his chiefs in the Palace in movement three of the text.
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Orodje: Chiefs and Elders of Idumu Kingdom, the past few
days have been a terrible one. Happenings in the land and
information filtering into my ears have been most unsavoury.
To crown it all, last night I was visited by a terrible dream.
The gods of our land from Odo to Ologen all came calling on
me chanting burial songs (19)

The  visit  of  the  gods:  Odo,  Ologen,  Ahwoisi,  Edjokpa,  Ogun  and
Evwereke to the Orodje and his violent throwing away from the throne
coupled with his being forced to genuflect at the centre of the floor as if on
trial  before  his  predecessor  and  the  gods  of  the  land  is  an  animist
phenomenon and message. Here it is apparent that the gods are sending a
message to the Orodje. These supernatural beings appear to the Orodje
because he has committed an abominable act. The cardinal proclamation
this wells up in Silent Drums is that the Okpe world believes that the world
of man is subject to the animist space. The space beyond our human world
which has influence over and above the human world. It is the luminal
space where truth resides. The Okpe see themselves as a subordinate but
major  part  of  a  much  larger  reality  which  includes  the  metaphysical
animist  world.  This  position which receives  fundamental  expression  in
Silent  Drums negates  the  pontification  of  Marxism which  sees  modern
man  as  having  no  spiritual  overlords.  Credulous  belief  in  the  unseen
world is  subjugated  by  scientific  activism and skeptical  rationalisation.
Contrary to the Marxist judgement to banish divinity from the universe,
the Okpe position embraces divinity to increase in significance rather than
getting involved in ideological positions and philosophical pontifications
that will diminish their humanity.

Plague
Plague is either a disease that has a high mortality rate or a calamity with
widespread and serious consequences for its victims. The plague in Silent
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Drums spreads from the animist reservoir. The gods of Idumu Kingdom
express their anger against the Orodje in a dream and go further to place a
plague on the land to register their anger against its  desecration by the
king. The fishing river of the Kingdom is affected.  The pervasiveness of
blood  and  floating  of  dead  fishes  everywhere  in  Odo  Creek  and  the
several  cases  of  sickness  and death  in  the  land point  to  the  plague in
Idumu Kingdom.  These are no doubt symbolic manifestations of animist
anger against the abuse of the land by the Orodje.  This picture of plague
in Idumu Kingdom reminds us of the situation in Ola Rotimi’s  The Gods
are not to Blame where the real reprobate sits in judgement over innocent
people.

Animist justice in Silent Drums
The question of justice is also dramatised in Silent Drums. Justice derived
from folk religious practice. In modern societies with modern systems of
political command, justice is administered and dispensed based on legal
wakefulness, anecdotal verification and existing legal theories and rules.
From the customary court,  through the magistrate,  appeal  court  to  the
Supreme Court  of  a  nation,  human beings who are learned in the law
profession handle issues of justice. But in the traditional justice system of
Okpe land dramatised in Silent Drums, it is clear that Chief Priests, Kings
and council of chiefs sit in judgement over culprits.  It  differs from the
modern conventional justice system because their knowledge of justice is
sourced from knowledge of native laws and traditions that are tied to the
gods and deities. The Okpe world of justice as reflected in Kenneth Eni’s
drama  is  a  product  of  mixed  universe.  The  universe  of  man  and  the
animist universe. It was human dispensation of justice that found Umuko,
the widow of Idumu kingdom, guilty of despoiling the hallowed shrine of
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Ologen and the throne. This is because of the appropriated methodical
technique to arrive at truth.  That the monthly circle of Umuko breaks
forth and blood trickles down her legs at the sacred shrine is a satisfactory
systematic evidence to nail  Umuko to the fabric of guilt.  She is to  face
death as decreed by Obo, the chief priest and the king. But that was not
the end of justice in Idumu kingdom.  There is traditional Supreme Court
in the land and invariably this court is administered by the animist world
of the gods and ancestors. Priest of Ogun comes to the palace to inform
the  Chiefs  and  people  of  Idumu  kingdom  that  the  king  slept  with  a
woman in flowers a night before the festival when he was supposed to
abstain  from such  acts  considered  unclean  before  the  gods.  The Ogun
priest declares Umuko innocent. He states emphatically that she shall not
die by the hands of the king or any hand he commands. He expresses the
point that the gods showed Umuko favour by her flowers bursting forth
publicly at the sacred shrine of Ologen to remind the king of his detestable
sexual  exploit.  The playwright Kenneth Eni strongly holds the position
that in Okpe tradition human judgements that are faulty are rejected at the
supreme court of the animist cosmos. Hence Umuko’s condemnation by
the judgment of the chief priest was rejected by the gods through Chief
Priest of Ogun. This goes to signify unambiguously that animism is the
connective bandanna that constructs the Okpe world of realism.

Animism in the foundation of Kingdoms and thrones.
Another perspective from which the Okpe outlook of animism can be seen
in this our investigation on Silent Drums is the question of establishment of
the throne and kingdom. Kingdoms are usually founded by ancestors who
seek protection from divinities.  This is the reason most of the activities
particularly the cultural and religious events are founded on animism.  In
Africa just as traditional festivals are rooted in animism so are thrones and
kings tied to the animist world. Although government in present times
gives staff of office to kings for the sake of recognition but the fact remains
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that the traditional coronation of a king is not without the benediction and
appeal to the animist power. The throne is designed for humans to sit and
control  their  subjects  but  its  powers  belong to  the  animist  world.  The
forces behind the throne are not seen but the human world recognises
these powers. Idumu kingdom is a classic underpinning of animism. Its
world is overwhelmingly woven in the order of metaphysical foundation.
Animism (or folk religion) is a religion that perceives spirit or spiritual
force behind every event, and many objects of the physical world carry
some  spiritual  consequences.  It  is  typically  applied  to  religions  that
engage with a wide community of living beings with whom humans share
this world or particular locations within it(81). The defilation of the Shrine
of Ologen and the discretion of the throne sequel to the flow of Umuko’s
blood  during  the  fishing  festival,  establish  the  animist  foundation  of
Idumu Kingdom. Based on the animist code and premise of particularism,
Idumu Kingdom is tied to the gods.   We find this animist establishment of
Idumu kingdom in the connection between the people of Idumu kingdom
and the Chief Priest, between the Chief Priest and the gods of the land. A
spiritual connection in which the king himself is answerable to the Chief
Priest because he mediates between the gods and humanity. The Orodje
himself sees himself as a spiritual authority from the gods. He says: “I am
the community’s living spirit, an embodiment of the spirit of the gods. I
am infallible”. 
It  is  remarkable  to  note that  every  subdivision of  the Idumu kingdom
acknowledges  this  metaphysical  animist  institution  and  draws  hopes,
inspiration and powers from it. The individuals, the annual festivals, the
shrine, the Chief Priests, the Chiefs and the King are all in this. More to
the point, Idumu Kingdom has its own set of gods and spirits likeOdo,
Ologen, Ahwoisi, Edjokpa, Ogun and Evwereke. The gods gave the people
their land, and that is where the ancestors reside. Animism plays a major
role in the celebration of the ancestors. It holds strongly that people attain
eternal souls. At death the soul rambles in the vicinity of the grave, travel
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the earth, or enter the world of the spirits. For this reason, the spirits of the
ancestors  play  a  part  in  the  daily  lives  of  family  members.  Hence
Evwereke, the immediate past and late king of Idumu Kingdom is in the
company of the gods of the land who visited The Orodje in a dream to
presage and try him. The Okpe animistic faith recognises the existence one
of Supreme Being which they call Ogene. He is time and again described
as omniscient,  eternal,  beneficent,  omnipotent  and righteous.  He is  the
creator, the moral lawgiver. He punishes those who do evil, and blesses
those who do good. They also strongly recognise and draw closer to the
smaller  deities  and  gods  which  they  consider  as  representing  this
universal god in the discharge of his duties to humanity.

Conclusion 
This paper investigates Animist world view in Okpe traditional context
within Kenneth Eni’s dramatic piece. The literary investigation runs to a
very strapping conclusion that man in his typical circumstances cannot be
disconnected from folk religion or animism. Animism in Okpe land has
influence over festivals, it is the very institution upon which kingdoms,
thrones, shrines, Chiefs priests are founded. Animism is key to biological,
economic,  agricultural,  political  and  judicial  prosperity.  Despite  the
influence  of  Christian  religion,  the  tradition  and reception  of  animism
amongst the Okpes holds sway. This is because animism is measured very
germane for the day by day existence of the Okpe. The Okpe by setting
and proclivity have inimitable indulgence in their  communication with
the  natural  world,  consequently,  nature  care  which  also  rides  on  the
wagon  of  animist  metaphysics  has  became  an  important  part  of  their
spiritual  life.  The  paper  further  affirms  that  Marxist  position  on  the
supremacy of man in the universe of man and the expulsion of spirituality
in  the  world  of  human’s  does  not  have  the  same  estimation  with  the
animist world view of the Okpe as dramatised in Silent Drums. Similarly,
the Okpe view of the world goes  against  the concept  of  individualism
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which is based on the belief that a person has within himself the power to
succeed.  He needs no other powers or spirits, magic or wizardry to direct
his  life.  His  success  or  failure  depends  on  his  own  individual
achievement.  If he succeeds, it is due to his human capabilities.  If he fails,
it is due to his inadequacies.  An individual must make his way without
reliance on social or spiritual resources (1) Furthermore the investigation
revealed  that  the  Okpe  cosmos  consists  of  two  parts.  Essentially  the
human realm and the animist realm where the spiritual realm resides. The
animistic  worldview of  the Okpe as  observed in  Silent  Drums contains
both the observed or physical world and the unseen or spirit world. There
is no sharp distinction between the two realities. And it is very clear that
the animist world controls the affairs of the seen and observable world.
This study further helped in drawing attention to ontology and spiritual
epistemologies  in  Okpe  land  in  which  life  is  encountered  in  a  wide
community of persons only some of whom are human.
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